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Abstract. The presence of a discourse inIslam Nusantara has triggered some
polemics among Indonesian Muslims. Pros and cons have been present to
address the discourse. Public-sharing has been carried out through various media
to provide the right understanding of Islam Nusantara, including popular
medium such as comics.The aim of this studywas to explain how a comic
provides an understanding of the Islam Nusantaraconcept. Itused descriptive
qualitative research method. The data were collected using literature review and
interviews. The results of this study revealed that the IslamNusantaraconcept by
using comics are conveyed through the narratives, illustrations (characters and
symbols) made for representing the ideas, as well as the existing dialogues.The
characters represent the two faces of Islam in Indonesia with the opposite model
of da’wah. Some of the icons and symbols presented in the comics show the
da’wah model of Islam Nusantara that can be acculturated with local cultures.
Based on the analysis, it confirms that comics can be used as one of an
interesting mediumto conveythe related issues. Comics, as a medium of
communication, can target all communities, especially the young generation and
effectively deliver messages in fun and easierway to understand.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Islam Nusantara can be regarded as the antithesis of the idea of Islam that is oriented
towards Middle East or International countries. Although the discourse of Islam
Nusantarabecomes a discussion and polemic among societies, pros and cons still occur. Those
who contradict say that Islam is one, and no Islam that is labeled with the term of Nusantara
or others.
Islam Nusantara as a discourse of thought has emerged as the theme in the 33rd Nahdatul
Ulama (NU) Major Congress held in Jombang Regency, East Java Province, Indonesia on
August 1-5, 2015. The congress arose the theme “Upholding Islam Nusantara for Indonesia
and World Civilization”[1].According to K.H. Said Aqil Siradj, Islam Nusantara is meant to
refer to the thought that is based on the history of Islam that entered Indonesia without going
through war, yet compromise on culture. He further explained that Islam Nusantara is not a
new sect nor to be intended to change the Islamic doctrine[2].
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Therefore, if this is viewed from anthropological and sociological perspectives, Islam
Nusantara can be interpreted as Islam that has been understood, practiced and then
internalized in the lives of Indonesian people. In the geographical context it can be interpreted
as Islam of archipelago. The area of Nusantara can refer to the current territory of
Indonesia[2].
The discourse of Islam Nusantara continues to develop through public-sharing by using
various popular media, one of them is comics. As a popular form of arts[3], comics are
considered more acceptable by the young generation[4]. It can function as messengers and
have the power to dramatize an idea through images sequentially arranged and sequential
arts[5][6].Also, comics have the potential to become a tool in shaping society
perceptions[5]who engage in creative creation or reading and to transform attitudes,
awareness, and behavior around social issues[7].
Comics are form of communication activities[8][9]. The authors can develop their ideas so
that the readers will easily understand and take notes about the ideas[9][10][11].For example
Panji Koming strip comics which communicate moral messages and Javanese cultural
values[12] andsome local Indonesian comicswhich are used as medium of da'wah[13].
A comic of Islam Nusantara by Aji Prasetyo has been created to provide an understanding
on the Islam Nusantara concept. This also tries to straighten out the misunderstanding that is
developing in Indonesian people regarding the term of Islam Nusantara. This study focused
on finding out how the author builds the communication regarding the understanding of Islam
Nusantara.

2. METHOD
This study used a qualitative descriptive research. Data collection was done using
literature review and completed with interviews. The data were then collected by searching for
several books and scientific articles as the references related to the comic. Furthermore, the
collected data were reduced by sorting the data that would be used and organizing the data in
such a way that final conclusions can be taken.
This study usedMcLuhan’s research on “hot” versus “cool” media as a theoreticalbase[14].
Based on that research comic can be represent cool communication media[15] that are high in
participation. Because in comics communication receivers must “fill in,” or use their
imaginations to complete the communication[4].

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The idea of Islam Nusantara has actually been shared through various media and forums,
either in academic forums or formal and digital mass media. However, the lack of reading
culture in Indonesian society [15] has caused the sharing to be less effective. Aji Prasetyo, a
comic author, who is also Nahdliyin (NU member), feels that public-sharing using comic is an
interesting strategy to provide the understanding of Islam Nusantara. According to him,
comics are considered more effective since they are interesting media and can reach various
communities.
The idea conveyed in this comic story reflects local genius or local wisdom, i.e. the idea
that the basic idea of receiving something from the outside is more influenced by conformity
with local culture. The local concepts are of no exception to be used as the basis for the entry
of something from the outside, including Islam.

3.1. Da'wah (Preaching) Model Performed in Islam Nusantara Comic
The story built in this comic revolves around two models of Islamic tradition in Indonesia.
The first one is described as a bearded character wearing clothes identical to foreigners from
the Middle East region. This character accepts rejection from the nativesof Indonesia because
of its formalistic model of da'wah.
In contrast, one more character appears that is described with a character with mustache
and wears a blangkon (Figure 1. (right)). The character who is then called “Kanjeng
Sunan”[16]has been then told to be more accepted by the native people of Indonesian
archipelago. Using a cultural approach and acculturation with local culture, such character can
gradually be accepted in Islamic da’wah in Indonesian archipelago (Nusantara). This can be
seen from many groups of people who are interested and accept the idea of the da’wah. This
shows that in religious da’wah, especially Islam, the use of original idioms can attract and
touch the hearts of the native people.

Figure 1. Comparasion of two comic character

Figure 2. Sesaji (offerings)and Bedugas a acculturation symbol with local cultures
In figure 2 author shows the example of the acculturation form in several symbols. The
presence of sesaji and bedug which has been considered to be a good purposeis still
maintained by traditional Islamic people by entering the elements of Islam first, and
modifying the values therein.
Sesaji, which was originally used for offerings to the spirits guarding the forest and water
sources, has now been shifted in value to become a symbol to protect nature from the
occurrence of any disasters[17]. Likewise with the use of bedug beaten before the adzan or

Islamic call to pray, things like this are not found in Saudi Arabia. Those who receive the
da’wah model are then better known as Traditional Islam[18]which today is known as Islam
Nusantara.
3.2. Concept of Nationalism in Islam Nusantara Comic
This comic also highlights the background of the birth of the sense of nationalism in
traditional Islamic people, which is told to have contributed to the independence of the
Republic of Indonesia[19]. This can be seen from the historical facts shown in Figure 3. This
presents the figure of Hadratus Syeh K.H. Hasyim Asy’Ari (the founder of Nahdatul Ulama)
who pioneered the resolution of jihad which had been triggered the historical event in
Surabaya on November 10, 1945[20][21]. The fatwa was intended to give the idea that the
Indonesian Archipelago or Nusantara (which at the time was shaped as the Republic of
Indonesia) had no longer been oppressed by other nations (Europeans).

Figure 3. Hadratus Syeh K.H. Hasyim Asy'Ari character (left).
After the independence of the Republic of Indonesia until present, traditional Islamic
people were described as still holding their tradition. Figure 4 depicts the people who still stay
with their distinctive characteristics that are not much different from their predecessors, such
as wearing blangkon, kopiah (fez), and sarong. Besides, they are also described as having a
high sense of nationalism. This can be seen in figure 4 where they are having a dialogue
discussing the phenomenon of Islamic preachers or called Ustadz, which in their da’wah, they
only spread the hate speech[22]. This phenomenon has been felt by traditional Islamic people
to be dangerous for the integrity of the nation.

Figure 4. Depiction of present Traditional Islamic people
The depiction of Islam Nusantara can be used as a reference for comparison from other
Islamic sects or movements which are based on other principles, e.g. international-oriented
Islam. This is more clearly explained by the author by presenting a dialogue between an

international-oriented Islamic figure and the author (figure 5). The author character (left)
satirize the understanding of the Ustadz who is too textual to interpret the religious texts, so he
is considered to misinterpret the substantial meaning of the text.

Figure 5.The character of the author (left) having a dialogue with austadzcharacter who
contradicts the Islam Nusantara concept
The dialogue clearly explained that Islam Nusantara places more emphasizes on
contextual Islam compared to the textual understanding. This can also be seen from the
explanation of the author who put forward the concept of Ta'awun (caring for each other in the
name of humanity), Tasamuh (empathy for differences), Tawadu (selflessness), and Tafahum
(mutual understanding). According to the author, those concepts are the noble values of Islam
which lead to the concept of nationalism [23].
The explanation above confirms that this comic provides an understanding of Islam
Nusantara by conveying the concept. The disclosure of these concepts can be seen in the
narratives, illustrations (characters and symbols) and the existing dialogues. Analysis of the
communication addressed in the comic is slightly different from the results of the previous
related journal about the Javanese cultural ethics in the Panji Koming comics.The Javanese
cultural ethics in the journal can be seen from the depiction of physical movements of
characters from scene to scene as well as spoken word utterances[12].Regarding the selection
of comics as one of the communication media, this study is however in line with a journal that
discusses comics as a mediumof da'wahin Indonesia[13]. This also agrees with the journal
stating that comics have the ability to deliver the messages since the language interpretation
by pictures is easier to understand than the written and spoken languages.

4. CONCLUSION
Understanding Islam Nusantara can be performed through popular media such as comics.
Comics that are composed of images and writings are interesting media in disseminating or
conveying certain issue. In the context of providing an understanding of the Islam Nusantara
concept to the communities, especially the young generation, the selection of comics as
popular media is appropriate to consider. Therefore, comics as communication media can
effectively deliver messages in fun and easier way to understand.
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